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										The Perfect Modeling Jobs Could Be Waiting For You - Browse Our Job BoardIndustry suppliers
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	Job Categories

		All Categories
	Actors
	Dancers
	Entertainers
	Industry suppliers	Art
	Dance
	Fashion
	Music
	Other
	Photographic
	Production
	Style


	Models
	Musicians & singers
	Printed media
	Promotional
	Reality TV
	Star Pets


	

	Filters

	
		Male & Female
Male
Female

		All Ages
0 - 2 years
3 - 12 years
13 - 17 years
18+ years

	

	

	Post a New Job
    Assignment guidelines




	
					Industry Suppliers Job Board - Find Work in the Art, Dance, Fashion & Music Industry  


			Industry Suppliers Job Board - Find work requested by industry suppliers in art, dance, fashion, music, photographic and production industries with all the latest jobs. 
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            Aberdeen Photo

            
                                            

                            Aberdeen

                        2020 has been a very strange year and it looks as if we will still have restrictions on meeting for Christmas. There has never been a better time to have a family portrait and get prints to send to family that you may not be able to see. A desk or wall portrait for Grandparents is the best gift you can give. Order a wall portrait for yourself, and desk or wall portraits for Grandparents, and get one of the products free. Read more about our offer.

When you come to the studio, we have hand sanitiser, and will observe social distancing. This will apply to the viewing appointments too, but there will also be an on-line digital option.

The blogposts below explain the options we have available while we are observing the Covid guidelines

Photography, Meetings, and Collection | Commercial Photography | Wedding Clients | Viewing your portraits at home

We look forward to welcoming you to the Studio. Keep well and take care of yourselves and each other.
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            VIP Studios

            
                                            

                            Beaconsfield

                        VIP Studios portrait photography in Beaconsfield are Photographers offer a  range of photography styles to suit different customers requirements, we can offer a shoot to fit with your expectations and style requirements. Whether in the studio for portraiture, family groups or other groups, Model or acting portfolio, team or specific groups for business or for brochures or social media. We are able to discuss your requirements and with over 30 years of experience work out the best way to achieve the stylised imagery you desire.
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            Paul Pickard

            
                                            

                            Birmingham

                        West Midlands based photographers Paul Pickard Photography were set up in 2004 to supply photography and film into the fashion, cinema an tv sectors as well as providing content for clients in the entertainment, editorial, lifestyle, advertising and corporate industries.
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            One Vision Photography

            
                                            

                            Bridgend South Wales

                        We provide the best value model portfolio photography and model career advice service, that will help both new and aspiring models launching into the modelling world or to improve your modelling careers. 

A quality model portfolio or modelling portfolios enable aspiring models to become a model, launch or re-launch your modelling careers, and give models the best chance of getting well-paid modelling jobs.  In other words, a good model portfolio or model portfolios are the key to great modelling jobs and successful model career.

Quality modelling portfolios have two main elements: Very simple (commercial style) portraits and full-length shots to show your model’s natural look; and a range of differently styled images that both emphasize the model’s physical attributes and highlight their working styles and versatility. Together, your model portfolio elements will tell prospective employers what your style looks like, and the styles of your modelling work they undertake.

One Vision Photography extensive experience in shooting model portfolios for new and established models, and the use of our model portfolio images by numerous modelling agencies to market different models, this proof that we can launch models’ careers, and enable models to source well-paid jobs and work.
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            David Myers Photography

            
                                            

                            Brighton

                        David Myers is a professional photographer working out of his large airy studio in central Brighton. He has over 20 years experience working with creative and entertainment industries, adult and child models and especially models new to the industry to build their portfolios. He has provided images for modelling agencies and theatrical agencies around the world as well as for publications such as Elle, Fab Magazine, The Times on Sunday Magazine, The Independent, Cosmopolitan. 

David brings warmth, humour and creativity to his photoshoots and has the ability to coax the very best out of his clients as well as tutor them throughout the shoot so as to get a wide range of beautiful and compelling images.

David will try and combine both studio and outside locations during the same shoot (weather dependent of course) as these will give the largest variety to the finished shots. His studio is located just a few minutes walk from brighton train station and there is onsite parking.

For female models David would always recommend to use a professional hair and make up artist as this will make a huge impact on the professionalism of the images, and he has a number of exceptional make up artists that he uses regularly who can get the hair and skin looking beautiful and ‘camera ready’. The hair and MUA are additional costs but very well worth it.

After the shoot David would pre-edit the shots and then make a private online gallery for you to choose the ones you would like editing. He would then personally edit each selected shot and delivers them in both hi-res and lo-res versions for printing and uploading online.

David works throughout the week and on some weekends and generally gets fully booked up around 3-4 weeks in advance.
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            Platinum Photography UK

            
                                            

                            Bristol

                        I am a Bristol based photographer dedicated to excellent service and customer satisfaction. I have always been interested in photography and capturing precious moments that will live on into the future.

After building up a successful import and wholesale business, I decided to quit the rat race at 50 and follow a new path. I have invested in quality equipment and expert training to turn a passion for photography into a business. My friendly approach and genuine enthusiasm for great photography will ensure happy customers and lasting memories.

I look forward to working with you.
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            Cardiff Media

            
                                            

                            Cardiff

                        We create websites and marketing for the novice and the experts.

We find that Wix websites offer the business or blogger enough options to run their entire business online.

From professional email marketing, invoicing and product placement Wix has it all.  

If you are a novice or consider yourself a bit of an expert online, a partnership with us and Wix will help your business grow exponentially in a reasonable timescale while providing Return On Investment.



Owning a website is like writing a book once it is complete it needs to be published then pitched to the right publishers who then create a plan to get it in front of the public. 

 

"It's never about built it, leave it and, wait"
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            Strong Rock Photography

            
                                            

                            Cardiff

                        Great visual presentation is important in all professions and industries. But when it comes to modelling, it’s an absolute must. Models need an impressive portfolio to represent themselves online and distinguish themselves from others in the field. A high-quality online modelling portfolio can make all the difference - and here at Strong Rock we can provide you with all the photographs you need to impress!

Your photos are the stars of the show on your modelling portfolio. Make sure to truly show off your skills by investing enough time and effort into a professional photoshoot. The good news is that you don’t need to spend a fortune on getting some fabulous pictures when you use Strong Rock. 

The first step in planning a successful photoshoot is choosing the right photographer. This is best done through recommendations or browsing through photography portfolios online. Ideally, the photographer you hire will be experienced in the field. Luckily, Strong Rock has got you covered. We have great reviews, tons of experience and a great studio. 

The studio in Cardiff Bay is quite unusual and not like a standard white studio. It is in the basement of an old bank and has been fitted out to have a kind of burlesque feel. Think of something like the film Moulin Rouge and you might get an idea. It has lots of little interesting areas with old bits of furniture, a bed, lots of mirrors and a wooden, freestanding bath. It also has full backdrops in white, black, and mid-grey so can also be used for shots with a plain background.

So when you want fantastic, professional pictures for your modelling portfolio head on over to www.strongrock.co.uk and get in touch. Hope to see you soon.
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            Hammonds Photography Studio

            
                                            

                            Chelmsford

                        Hammonds Photography studio is based in Chelmsford Essex since 2010. We have won numerous awards for our makeovers, boudoir and pet photography. We have highly skilled photographers to talk through ideas in terms of styling and poses to ensure we capture stunning images of you with variety that you will love. We also work along side many commercial brands photographing their products for look books to ads- we know what sells and how to ensure you will look your very best. 

Our studio is open Tuesday-Sunday 10-6pm, all airbrushing in done in house by our skilled retouchers to ensure images are perfected whilst remaining natural and realistic.  

We will guide you through what to bring with you from, clothes, accessories, shoes and props to get a range of different shoots. To get booked in simply give us a call on 01245690551. 
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            Mary & Mick Design

            
                                            

                            Chislehurst

                        Mary & Mick Design is a graphic design studio based in Chislehurst. 
We specialise in branding, creating a consistent professional style for businesses across all media.
Take a look through our portfolio and let us know if you'd like us to give your business personality!
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            IRB Photography 

            
                                            

                            Cleveland

                        Are you looking to build a portfolio and have all of your stunning images beautifully presented within a TOP Quality Portfolio Album? 
If you answered 'YES', then I have a fantastic package for you to consider!
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            Paul Cudmore Photography

            
                                            

                            Colchester

                        Model Portfolio Photography at our Colchester Studio.

At our Essex based photographic studio we offer a full range of professional model portfolios. We can accommodate make up and basic hairstyling. Supplying either 10×8 hard copies or  low resolution digital files for your agency requests. Our studio is fully equipped with the latest lighting including beauty dishes and a new range of fashionable backgrounds.

The packages on offer include full retouching of the final images. Our studio is out of town, south of Colchester with free parking and disabled access. We have over 25 years experience in the industry and offer a safe and professional service. Covering a wide range of social photography from weddings, anniversary parties, newborns, extended families to pets over the years. We can tailor the shoot to your brief incorporating your ideas and artistic vision. 

We offer:
Modelling Portfolios.
Corporate head shots.
Head shots for dating agencies.
Author portraits for book covers.
Family Portraits.
Under 5’s.
Newborns.
Environmental portrait photography at your favourite beach or woodland park.
Official club or captains framed portraits.
Staff website headshots and group photos (including premises if needed)
Big birthdays always need recording , sweet 16’s, 18’s, 21st….
Vouchers for all our services for special gifts.
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            Jennifer Jane Photography 

            
                                            

                            Devon 

                        Fine Art Wedding Photographer specialising in elegant and romantic wedding photos full of heart & soul
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            The Old Bakery Photograghy Studio

            
                                            

                            Dorset

                        Based in Dorset, temptingly close to the beach and extensively equipped, The Old Bakery Photography Studio has been servicing our clients across the south and south west for the past 4 years.

Driven by a team of three passionate photographers, we have developed and honed our expertise to best understand your requirements.
 
The studio is available for hire, 7 days a week - we know the importance of delivering the vision and we know how long the process takes, from conception through to delivery, to create an unparalleled, photography masterpiece. Our team can be available to support you - you just have to ask!
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            Lesley Simpson Photography

            
                                            

                            East Kilbride

                        whether its business or personal LSP can offer you a highly professional photography service.
We will listen and make it work for you.
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            Hillside Agency

            
                                            

                            Edinburgh

                        We are Hillside, a creative agency based in Leith, Edinburgh.
Whether you’re looking to rebrand your business, publicise an upcoming event or improve your online presence, you’ve come to the right place.

We offer a bespoke service for every client. Please get in touch to find out how we can help you.
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            Tamara Studios

            
                                            

                            Edinburgh

                        Our Edinburgh based Studio make-over Photo Shoot is a great feel good session making you feel fabulous while capturing your personality. You will be pampered by getting your hair and make-up done beforehand making you feel totally relaxed and looking your best. This shoot is all about YOU, making you the centre of attention while having a blast. Whether you want some gorgeous photos of your self or need some photos for your modelling career, this is the shoot for you.
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            SPD Photo

            
                                            

                            Edinburgh

                        Every new development and exciting concept in photography is examined and assessed by Angela and I. If we think it’s something our clients might like, we bring the concept into our operation and because of this our photography is constantly changing in new, interesting directions. We still love black and white photography and constantly reference photography from other eras as well. We are Edinburgh photography specialists!

This mixture of the past, present and future styles of photographic interpretation, means we can surprise even the most demanding of our clients. We shoot with state  of the art equipment and update not only our camera kit but also the final products which we present to our clients. Our main activity is portrait photography and we really enjoy working with the client as an integral part of the team. Whether it’s a dynamic business image that’s needed or a retro look monochrome portrait or even an ‘off the wall’ concept shoot. We always have amazing ideas! Give us a call at the studio or pop in for a chat about your upcoming event. We’ll look forward to seeing you!
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            Photo Express

            
                                            

                            Edinburgh

                        PHOTO express is a long established family portrait photography studio based in Edinburgh.

7 Melville Terrace, 
Edinburgh. 
EH91ND
Tel: 0131 667 2164
photoxp.co.uk

Model portfolio photography

Images that will look fabulous on screen and in print. The final retouched images supplied for you to enjoy and more importantly, to promote your look to clients. Our professional portfolio shoot offers a good starting point, genre addition or a refresh to your existing portfolio.
Clear images for a professional first impression. Stand out within your chosen agency using creative lighting.
Your portfolio will grow over the years and using our high quality images should add a good deal of professionalism to your work and are ideal for non-branded portfolio images with creative and technical lighting.

Get engaged in the image making process before the actual shoot and you will most likely know what style of photography you are looking for before arrival at the studio allowing a better level of collaboration with
the photographer. This will help to provide relevant images that you would be comfortable to use. Therefore it’s recommended that you do a little research for images online before your sitting and come with clothing and make-up that suits the styles you wish to create.

Tips and info:

- Bring along some magazine clippings or email images that you like and we can use them as a starting point.

- We allow up to 2 hours to accommodate clothing changes and creating your various poses.

- Try not to cram too much into one sitting and concentrate on around 6 images. Don't worry, we'll take plenty but getting these core images spot on will be worth it rather than trying to do everything in one sitting.

- You can always split the sitting up into two 1 hour sessions to keep things fresh and allow you to remodel your hair style and makeup.

- Clean shaved and freshly pressed collar can make the difference unless you fashion a beard or rugged look of course.

- Don't go too heavy on the make-up. Retouching can reduce the appearance of late nights however it's best to arrive fresh and prepared so if you like your morning lie-ins perhaps book a later sitting.

- You are welcome to bring a friend however it can sometimes be a distraction so be sure you're going to be comfortable with them in the studio. Minors will need to be accompanied by a parent or adult supervisor.

- The shoot doesn’t have to be taken too seriously, remember to have a little fun in the studio.

Call the photographer to book the studio, arrange a location shoot or discuss your requirements.

0131 667 2164
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            Numedia Photo

            
                                            

                            Glasgow

                        I am a full time, qualified, professional photographer. Before I became a photographer I worked as a designer in advertising and publishing, which was a great grounding in visual communication. But I always had a passion for photography. So shortly after the start of the millennium (lol) I returned to college and qualified in photography and digital imaging. Since then I have worked as a professional photographer – so for more than 15 years now.

Looking for a photographer to help build your model portfolio? Whether you’re just starting out or are already an established professional model or even if you just want to create a portfolio for fun. I can help you create a series of eye-catching images. Photos which capture you at your best and get the right sort of attention.
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            Photologue

            
                                            

                            Glasgow

                        Photologue photography is a Glasgow based
photography company primarily covering Glasgow and
central Scotland.

Photologue has been established for over ten years and
owner Jim Aldebert has been a keen photographer for
over three decades starting his photography career with
black and white film photography and developing
negatives and producing prints in his own darkroom,
then progressing into the new age world of digital
photography in the early 1990’s and replacing the
traditional darkroom with light room and photoshop for
editing.

Photologue can provide studio photoshoots as well as
location photography using the highest quality
professional camera and lighting equipment with
multiple backgrounds available including green screen.

Photologue can also come to you at home or location
with our portable studio setup, we find some clients
especially younger children feel more relaxed in front of
the camera if they are in familiar surroundings without
the many distractions found in a large studio space.

Our portable studio is also ideal for dance and theatre
company’s or corporate company’s looking for head
shots. Our portable studio setup enables a fast
turnaround for clients on the same day.

Photologue are also one of Glasgow’s premier dance
photography specialists photographing thousands of
dancers each year at various theatres around Scotland
supplying them with amazing images and print products.
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            Now Studios 

            
                                            

                            Harborough

                        Offering Baby Bump & Newborn photography, Child & family portraits, Dance, Weddings and Events, Headshots & Products, Fashion Photography, Personal Branding  – whatever your needs, Now Photography offers everything! 
A member of the Master Photographers Association, I believe a professional studio session doesn’t have to cost you an arm and a leg. For this reason, I strive to keep the cost of photography and packages to a minimum. At the end of the day, I want to gain your trust and hope that you recommend Now Photography to others. There will be absolutely no pressure for you to buy any of my non-corporate packages, I leave that entirely up to you. Remember,  it’s all about you. My task is to deliver images that you will absolutely love.
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            The Picture Book Studio

            
                                            

                            Hartlepool

                        Nail those castings with a Model Portfolio shoot from us. Our photographers produce industry standard magazine worthy pictures to ward off any competition. Here at The PictureBook Studio Ltd, we specialise in producing model portfolios that will get you those all-important killer shots to give you the edge over your competition and put you in good stead towards nailing those castings! As a model, a portfolio is one of the biggest and most important investments you’ll ever make. It’s your portfolio that will open doors for you. Your portfolio is the first thing any client will see of you, and you want to make the right first impression whether it be in print form or online. We tailor your photo shoot entirely to suit you, to make sure you end up with a portfolio that stands out from the rest. We offer studio shoots in the form of High Key and Low Key and we also have coloured backdrops to suit your brief. We also offer location shoots at a location of your choice. Alternatively, why not opt for a mixture of all three. Your shoot can be totally bespoke to you. We can also offer you a Model Portfolio Package which includes 30 x 10” by 8” prints, showcased in a A4 leather portfolio case. Other portfolio case sizes are also available. http://thepicturebookstudio.co.uk/modelportfolio

For more information, contact us on: Tel – 01429 806229 / Email – info@thepicturebookstudio.co.uk / Website – http://thepicturebookstudio.co.uk/models
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            Ascendancy Digital

            
                                            

                            Hemel Hempstead

                        We are a highly rated web design and digital marketing agency based in Hertfordshire.
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            AG Studios

            
                                            

                            Hertfordshire

                        AG Studios has a modern, large studio situated in St Albans, Hertfordshire. 
For those traveling by car we have free and easy parking and for people preferring public transport, we are only 5 mins from the main St Albans City railway station (1st stop from St Pancras).
The studio itself is equipped with hard wooden walls and floor and boasts an infinity cove and a variety of coloured backdrops. Lighting in the studio is all on a sliding track system on the ceiling to give a beautiful look with gentle hair lights from above.
Our director of photography Arif Gardner has over 30 years experience in model photography and not only will he make you feel relaxed & comfortable, but his professionalism, sense of humour and ability to get on with people will make the whole shoot a great experience. 
Arif will advice on clothing, colours, posing & will say honestly if something isn't quite right with hair, make-up, clothing and stance to ensure the image being created is perfect for his clients. Trusted by lots of well known organisations worldwide and recognisable famous faces (all of which are displayed in the premises wall galleries), he really is one of the industry's most established and well respected photographers. Simply check out the famous faces gallery on the AG Studios website to see what we mean.
A suggestion of 10 different outfits is a good number to bring, and also include props such as glasses, hats etc can all add to a different look.
Model agencies require a diverse range, showing differing abilities of facial expressions and poses from models & at AG Studios we have got that covered for you. 
Ideally we need to get 5 stunning (and different) images. Normally required are a full length, 3/4 length, and a head shot, plus two images which can stand you out from the crowd.
Let the experience of Arif at AG Studios get you the portfolio to help launch you into the career you are wishing for.
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            Neil Mackie Photography

            
                                            

                            Lanark

                        Neil Mackie Photography
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            Hannah Webster Photography

            
                                            

                            Leeds

                        HANNAH
From the moment I picked up my great uncle Athol’s Olympus OM-1 at the age of 14, I knew that photography was in my blood. This love has never left and in 2011 I set up HW Photography.

My background is in fine art photography. I see a photograph as a piece of art, demanding as much attention as a fine painting. One of my great skills is the ability to see creatively. By bringing this creativity to my commercial projects, I am able to produce unique and powerful images that stand out from the crowd.

I take a great deal of pride over my work and, being a perfectionist, I work very hard to ensure that I excel in all my endeavours. I bring this level of care and commitment to all my clients. I also offer bespoke photography training courses on a one to one basis to individuals and businesses. Please visit my training page for more information.

I live and work in Leeds, Yorkshire. I spend my spare time working on personal photography projects as well as chasing after my toddler, camera in hand! My passion is photography, and it tends to take over most aspects of my life one way or another, just as it did as a teenager, much to my delight.

I have had the pleasure to work with a number of creatives in my time, Ryan is a food stylist and photographer who works with me when an additional photographer or stylist is required.
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            Richard Wilson Photography

            
                                            

                            Leeds

                        Over 18 years of experience in the industry with thousands of professional shoots under our belt
Our mission is simple – to produce excellent, modern and stylish photography for our clients!

As active members of 6 professional bodies, you can be reassured we will capture exceptional, creative photography.

We offer a transparent pricing structure so you’ll be pleased to know that there are never any hidden costs.

Over 300 genuine on-line reviews from our happy clients.
We have a professional photographic studio in Leeds and also have a full portable studio that can be set up in any location.

We can provide on-site printing for events and location shoots.

We have a network of professional stylists and make-up artists whom we can book for any portrait or fashion shoots, therefore saving you the time and trouble.

We can upload your photos onto a secure on-line gallery, so you can view your stylish pictures and purchase prints in the comfort of your of home with no hard sell.

We professionally edit all the photos as part of the cost to ensure they have the best clarity, contrast and colour balance, etc.

We always receive excellent feedback and many of our photography projects come to us through recommendation from our happy clients.

We are fully insured for all studio and on location shoots.
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            Memory Makers

            
                                            

                            Leicester

                        Memory-Makers Photography.

A modelling portfolio is the most important investment a model will make and it is a vital part of every models career. A modelling portfolio is a model's opportunity to showcase and sell themselves to potential modelling clients, photographers and agencies.

The model's portfolio should consist of a good selection of high quality photographs showing the model's range of modelling styles that they intend to offer.

We at Memory-Makers.Co.Uk have various modelling portfolio packages to start your modelling career, and of course established professional models looking to update their current modelling portfolio are entitled to the same Portfolio offers.

Please check out our Portfolio packages.
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            Photo Vobi

            
                                            

                            London

                        About Me
Thank you for visiting my website. My name is Wojciech and I am a freelance photographer based in Tooting, London. I have been passionate about a photography for many years continuously learning new techiniques in order to make my work more professional. I specialize in interior and architectural photography, portrait, event photography and more.

You can view my portfolio or get in touch if you would like to discuss your photography project.
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            Better Clicks

            
                                            

                            London

                        BetterClicks, your trusted partner.
Started by passion and now living for our passion. Over the years we have grown with our clients and built a strong experience in managing data-driven marketing. We are enthusiastic about what we do and most importantly we do it with full transparency on all fronts. This is our success and thus yours.

We work alongside to help you to be at the forefront of this fast paced digital world to grab that business opportunities before anyone else. We build our marketing strategy based on transparency when it comes to data. We make it easy, simple and profitable. We are not interested in big spending, our belief is that positive and high ROI comes with the right strategy.

We believe that the next digital generation is people working in alliance with technology. Our people make it happen with technology that is in a constant transformation. And we are here to get your brand leading the change.

Full transparency and flexibility
Agency based on performance, not on spending
Specialised in acquisition media channels: Search And Social
Passionate about data-driven analytics
Dedicated to teaching our clients to become better marketers
Focusing on innovation to increase operation efficiency and ROI
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            Digital Noddle Ltd

            
                                            

                            London

                        Digital Noddle is a full-service digital marketing consultancy that aims to provide businesses with innovative and sustainable online marketing solutions. Over the course of 10 years, we’ve helped several businesses grow and expand their clientele through newly adopted marketing strategies
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            Cahit Ayden

            
                                            

                            London

                        We have the technical know-how, experience and creative flair, as well as a scalable, highly efficient, quality controlled workflow process, which allows us to maintain a fast turnaround with a next day delivery option, keep costs affordable and to shoot.

Clients can browse and shortlist models for all types of models bookings including commercial photography or for fashion video production done by UniQ, or for external projects. Model day rates and buyout fees where relevant are negotiable and based on client budget,
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            Hype Digital

            
                                            

                            London / Manchester

                        The company behind Hype Digital started out in the UK 2002 with the concept of providing a model support service. In 2017 they exported the concept where they continue to have success in helping aspirational models achieve their goals.

Hype Digital is not an agency, nor is it affiliated with agencies. Our success lies in identifying hopeful models and talent, and providing them with the marketing tools necessary to promote themselves successfully. We work with all ages, sizes, and types, and we believe there is an opportunity for everyone to succeed with the right guidance, motivation, and tools.
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            Ivy Rose Studio

            
                                            

                            Manchester

                        The modelling world is highly competitive. Having an impressive model portfolio is the key to standing out from your competition and attracting people to hire you. Your model portfolio is your opportunity to shine and show prospective agencies that you know how to look good with flair and finesse. Whether you're starting a new career path as a model or you're looking to update your existing portfolio to further your modelling career, our fashion photographer in Manchester can perform a model portfolio photo shoot that you can show with pride. 
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            Greg Morris Photography

            
                                            

                            Merseyside

                        I have been passionate about taking photographs since the age of 7.
I began my professional career more than 30 years ago and since then I have photographed pretty much everything, everywhere, from gigantic drilling machines down a mine in Finland, Harley Davidsons in the Arizona desert to models on the beach in Bora Bora and building sites in Blackburn.


Over the years I have worked for design & advertising agencies, working in London for 6 years before returning to the North West where I continue to work for agencies in Manchester, Liverpool, Chester, Leeds and throughout the country, more recently I have been asked to work in-house for some of the UKs leading brands including B&Q Tesco Dunelm and ALDI.
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            New Idol Models

            
                                            

                            Nationwide

                        New Idol Models is committed to achieving new standards of excellence by providing new models with the tools and skills they need for success.
The New idol team have several years of experience in the industry and have helped many new models successfully achieve breaking into the modeling and talent industry.
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            Oakfield Photography

            
                                            

                            Newport

                        Oakfield Photography has been operating in, Newport South Wales since 2010, our main photographer, Stefan Edwards was first trained in 1983 and has conducted many assignments in several parts of the world. 

We have a small and friendly studio, where we endeavour to treat each and every client as an individual and have worked with clients of every age.  We work quickly and with structure, ensuring the most productive sessions.  We work from our studio as well as on location, depending on each clients needs.
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            Red Zebra Photography

            
                                            

                            Norfolk

                        Since the age of eight I have been a passionate photographer and interested in all genres of imaging.  Having started with a small camera, black and white film, funded by pocket money, I have developed my skills and progressed onto colour and then digital photography.  As a fan of lifelong learning I added a City and Guilds Photography qualification to my professional studies as an educational manager.  Being employed in education has given me a great set of personal management skills and the ability to work with a variety of people and get the best from them.

The founding of my photography business coincided with the availability of digital photography as an almost instant medium, I believe, however, that my experience of film photography has given me a great insight the finer arts of photography and the use of light with the art of getting an image right first time.  Red Zebra Photography developed a nationwide reputation for excellent photography at Living History and Re-enaction events which combined, portraiture, artefact, action and reportage imaging under a variety of different conditions including some challenging ones.

Added to my portfolio were promotional imaging, product photography, weddings and model photography both in the studio and on location using state of the art equipment.  I enjoy working with people most and establishing a great working rapport which leads to a high quality product.

In conclusion I would describe myself as having a professional, competent and friendly approach to my photography.
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            Breckland Studio

            
                                            

                            Norfolk

                        Hello – I’m Michael ( Email : michael@brecklandstudio.com ), and I’m a multi award winning portrait photographer with a Studio near Thetford in Norfolk, I am fully qualified, fully insured and DBS checked.

I am married with two children, with my son specialising with Wildlife Photography that he is very passionate about and has already had some of his work published, and my daughter providing me with wonderful grand children.

Over my career so far I have worked and lived across the UK including London, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire and of course Norfolk. During that time I have worked in IT, Telecoms &amp; Medical electronics in roles mostly in technical, sales & service and moved into photography around the mid 2000’s.

Photography hit me like a train. I started getting interested fairly late in my career but after a short time I just couldn’t get enough of it – I have a burning in my stomach to achieve more & better every day and it will not go away. Someone I met a few years ago whom I told I was a photographer asked me if it was my passion. At the time I didn’t realise it was but oh my god – it really is and it gets
stronger every day. 

That passion is included in all of the images that I make for my clients and especially developing my art of  photography which I include in all of my photo-shoots to create dynamic and impactful images.

I believe that to be truly great at something especially when it becomes your life, you have to find and work with like minded people and therefore I am a qualified member of some of the best UK Photography Organisations in the Industry. I also try to give back to the industry & work closely with many photographers across the UK to add benefits to give to charities ( including the NHS over the
last year ) and to improve the Photography industry in an ever changing world, especially where technology is driving many elements.

Professional Photography is just one of those things where you never know everything and you never stop learning. Whether it is Technical, Process, Business, Design, IT, Marketing, or Transformation, to name just some. For me I have a mentor ( probably the most qualified photographer in the world ), who drives me to continually learn & improve, and from whom I am implementing new and improved methods all the time both to continually improve my business and the images that I make.

My specialities include Family Portraits, Lifestyle, Dog Portraits, Head Shots, Model Portfolios and Hollywood Beauty. These are all completed at my studio – Breckland Studio – which is around 1100 square ft, which is a nice size to be able to social distance as well as being flexible and a very versatile space. 

I would love to welcome you to Breckland Studios where you can be assured of the absolute best service and some wonderful images.
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            Culture Creative

            
                                            

                            Northumberland/Edinburgh 

                        We are a leading project and production management company based in Edinburgh and North East England and operating worldwide.  

 

We provide creative solutions for cultural projects and events and specialise in site specific projects in heritage and landscape settings.
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            Hype Marketing

            
                                            

                            Norwich

                        Marketing agency based in Norfolk 
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            Nic Donovan Photographer

            
                                            

                            Norwich

                        Nic Donovan is a photographer known widely for his works primarily within the Commercial and Advertising fields of image-making.
Nic has been working as a professional studio and location photographer for over 16 years, since graduating with a BA Hons degree from Norwich School of Art and Design.
To date, Nic successfully continues to produce images for his clients, having worked on high-profile campaigns for the likes of:

Adrian flux, Amazon, Aviva, Airbnb, BBC, Capezio dance, Clear Channel, Emma Bridgewater, Evening Standard, Henri Lloyd, Holly & Beau, Lotus Cars, Maze Media, Nike, N Power, Odeon Cinema, Porselli dance, Unconventional, Studio 20a, Swarovski and Winsor Bishop.
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            Th3 Unknown - Graphic Design & Branding

            
                                            

                            Oldbury

                        WELCOME TO TH3 UNKNOWN – MY ONLINE PORTFOLIO. I’M PRETESH MISTRY, A FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGNER BASED IN BIRMINGHAM, UK. I WORK WITH A DIVERSE RANGE OF CLIENTS RANGING FROM LOCAL BUSINESSES, TO GLOBAL BRANDS.
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            Darren Weston Photography

            
                                            

                            Oxford

                        Hello my name is Darren from Darren Weston Photography. I am a professional general photographer who shares a passion for images that capturing your moment in time. 

Within this exciting industry, image and reputation is vital. 

Regardless of the genre of photography, my sole aim when undertaking a shoot is my clients satisfaction and ensuring a positive experience. I enjoy undertaking wedding, corporate, family, fashion and product photography and work from a modern small studio in Oxfordshire. 

I also have an up to date, high level DBS check given that some of my previous assignments have been within the educational schooling setting. 

Whether you are a professional model who is looking to update your portfolio or comp card, or just starting out in building a modelling portfolio it would be fantastic to work with you. 

I enjoy working with all ages and all levels of experience. 

My passion is photography and my images portraying emotion, a sense of feeling and well-being, is my aim. 

If you have any questions or fancy a chat please feel free to contact me. 

I very much look forward to working with you. 
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            Streten Photographers

            
                                            

                            Portsmouth

                        My name is nigel standerline and I took over the david straiten studios in 2004. David had built up a photographic business of high reputation and when it was offered to me I saw the potential of merging my existing design and photography consultancy with a well established studio. I offer my clients my passion, experience and expertise in capturing and editing high quality images - both still and moving.

We all have a unique character and as a photographer it is my job to capture the essence of the sitter and reflect it back.
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            Studio Bambino

            
                                            

                            Reading

                        
Hi, I’m Emma, owner and photographer at Oxfordshire based Studio Bambino. I spend my days photographing babies and families and I absolutely love what I do. I’m trained in newborn safety and know that these little people are the most precious thing in your world! Like my little girl is to me! I hope to meet you soon.
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            Studio – Bridge of Weir

            
                                            

                            Renfrewshire

                        At STARK-IMAGES we specialise in capturing the real you.

Before we take a single picture we try to find out what makes you laugh, smile and relax. The more comfortable you feel in front of the camera the more spectacular the
results will be in the camera.

By using our specialist lighting knowledge and equipment we will create a variety of different lighting styles and looks to achieve a varied portfolio of work that will
showcase your flexibility as a model.

We can accommodate changes in outfit, hair and makeup in our shoots to give you as
wide a range of styles as possible. You can either bring your own stylists or we can recommend some to you.

We work with both adults and children. With many years’ experience in the nursery and school’s photography sector we can always get the most natural reactions from the youngsters.

We shoot both in the Studio and outdoors on location, where our experience shooting weddings makes for stunning outdoor images to wow your clients.

Our Studio is based in Bridge of Weir – Renfrewshire but we can travel anywhere for outdoor shoots. We are seasoned hill walkers so a photo shoot on top of a Scottish
Munro, or in a remote waterfall or loch is never out of the equation.

Profile Picture - £95 For those of you wanting a professional image on your LinkedIn Profile,
Facebook business page or your website. You get approx 30 mins in the studio with up to 20 images in a gallery to choose from and one fully edited digital image of your choice in both Colour and B&W. Extra images and prints are available at additional cost. 

Head Shot Session - £125 - For those of you wanting more choice and images at print quality for publicity purposes, business flyers, press releases etc. You get approx 40 mins in the studio and up to 40 images in a gallery from which you choose five to be supplied as both High Res print quality images with copyright release as well as Web quality copies for LinkedIn, Facebook etc. Ideal for actors / models looking for images to give to potential clients.
Additional images and large run print packages are available at additional cost.

Portfolio Sessions - £175 - For aspiring models/actors or those already established and looking to refresh their portfolios. You get approx 90 mins in the studio with different outfits, lighting setups, full length and head shots. You get an online gallery with up to 60 images available from which you choose 6 to be fully retouched and supplied as High Res Digital images ready for printing. Additional images and large print run packages are available at additional cost.
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            It's The Biz

            
                                            

                            Rochester

                        You’re looking for design and artwork, advertising, marketing, print or help with an event? We can help you with any or all of these. At It’s The Biz we run a local magazine for Medway; we also provide artwork and design services for print; we can offer competitive print and distribution services plus we can help you run an event, from planning and promotion to handing round the canapés!



Have a browse through our services and get in touch to chat about anything we can help you with.
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            Urban Picnic

            
                                            

                            Saffron Walden

                        
Model Portfolio

At Urban Picnic Photography we believe in building up a longer term relationship for all models. If you are interested in launching a career in modelling or want to improve your portfolio, we can help provide you with the images, style and art direction you need to create a professional model portfolio. Our comprehensive service will not only provide you with the shots you need in both digital and print formats, but we can set up your online portfolio and give you that professional edge.

The images we create for you have two main styles. First you need to show simple face/hair portraits and simple full-length shots to show your natural look. The second and more artistic element you need to show is a range of directed images that both emphasise the your physical attributes and highlight you professional preferences. Together, these elements will tell prospective employers what you look like, your modelling range and versatility.
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Registering with us can be fun and profitable. We would like to include you in our selection, next time we are asked 'Hi, can you help us...?'

Its important to remember that the jobs listed here are not all the jobs we have listed with Models Direct. Modelling jobs listed on our jobs board are often very short notice or jobs which are hard to fill.
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